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ON-GOING
We never wanted to work at a faceless outsourcing company, 
anonymously going through a daily list of tasks before home 
time. So we set up u2i to be the complete opposite. We work 
directly with our clients, spotting ways we can help them 

grow their businesses.
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Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.1  Talkwalker

The year 2023 marks  
the 14th anniversary  
of this cooperation 
which began with  
a single developer.

currently 
it is 13 people strong

our big data project
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This project is about measuring and analyzing social engagement with TV events.

It focuses on helping tv networks, agencies, advertisers, leagues and sports 

teams understand their social footprint, refine their partnership strategies and 

measure media impact. It collects and combines metrics into accessible and 

filterable ratings and data-reports.

Backend: Ruby, RoR, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Sidekiq, less often: Java, Scala

Frontend: JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Redux, RxJS

BigData: AWS Athena, Apache Hadoop, Apache Hive

Infrastructure: AWS, Lambda, EMR, Terraform, Jenkins, Docker, Chef

Over the years, we've built a long-lasting partnership with our Client, resulting 

in grossing millions of $ worth of product. We've accompanied our Client through 

their journey, from a startup to an international multi-level analytics business.

We plan to support full coverage of metric types we collect for social sources 

we support and expand to global tracking. We also constantly improve the 

system architecture to provide a universal platform that is able to collect and 

aggregate social data for any universe.

About the project

Technologies

Our role

What's next

Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.1  Talkwalker our big data project
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Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.2  Kinvolved

Kinvolved has found  the answer

edtech

Can we improve 
children’s

attendance at 
school?
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This is an educational-technology project, which combines student attendance 

analytics and a parent communication platform, dedicated for US-located 

schools. Its primary mission is fighting absenteeism, combining technology 

tools and human interventions. 

During our 6+ year relationship with Kinvolved, we’ve managed to create a 

stable and robust platform that allowed us to accommodate 10x growth of the 

customer base. Currently, we focus on scaling the technology, building new 

features, enhancing the data integration platform and maintenance. 

About the project

Our role

Daily basis: Ruby on Rails, AWS + Terraform, PostgreSQL, AngularJS

Less often: React Native, Serverless

Technologies

Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.2  Kinvolved edtech
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Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.3  Springboard

by harnessing 
parent-teacher 
collaboration

We work on 
encouraging 

kids to read more. 

edtech



Daily basis: React, Redux, Ruby on Rails

Technologies
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It’s a mobile website that behaves like an app, and we’ve been developing it for 

the past year. It supports parents in helping their children build reading habits 

and reach reading goals. The app also aims to match proper reading strategies 

to children's needs, based on feedback collected from parents. 

Given the current worldwide situation caused by COVID-19, this application 

has become more important than ever before, helping parents adapt to taking 

care of their childrens’ education at home.

About the project

Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.3  Springboard edtech
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Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.4  Transplant Communications

by optimizing communication  
between people involved

We strive to 
simplify the organ 
transplant process.

medtech
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Our team has designed and built the system from scratch, acting as technical 

consultants helping shape the project from both technical and business per-

The goal of the project is to simplify and optimize communication between 

people involved in the organ transplantation processes happening in the 

medical center, minimizing unnecessary notifications and letting people focus 

on the critical aspects of the mission. The application creates communication 

channels for groups of participants, keeping track of the progress of the entire 

transplant venture.

Python, PostgreSQL, Docker, Jenkins,

AWS: Lambda, RDS, ECS, deployment using AWS Serverless Application Model

Integration with Webex

After very positive reception of the first rollout, our clients are considering 

productizing the app and selling it to other medical centers which might be-

come our next goal.

Our role

About this project

Technologies

What’s next

Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.4  Transplant Communications medtech
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Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.5  MyWellbeing 

Mental health 
is just as important 
as physical health. 

But how can you find 
the right therapist 

for yourself?

medtech
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We built a complex algorithm, gathering patients’ preferences and matching 

them with the most suitable therapist profiles from a comprehensive database.

MyWellbeing is a matchmaking system for people looking for professional 

mental health practitioners. 

Daily Basis: React, TypeScript, Ruby on Rails

Less often: AWS, PostgreSQL, Docker

We started developing this web app at the end of 2018, and although it’s still 

in a startup phase we’ve grown a lot. At first, the service was available in the 

New York state only, and now we operate across 6 states, providing over 2500 

matches monthly (having 10000 unique therapy seekers/month). We have 

more than 500 therapists in our database and this number is steadily growing.  

Our next goal is to expand to other states, increase conversion of matches 

and expand the platform so therapists can manage their clients (messaging, 

session scheduling, payments processing, etc.)

Our role

About this project

Technologies

What’s next

Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.5  MyWellbeing medtech
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Discover our projects   ON-GOING

Wouldn't  
it be nice to relax  
knowing that you 

won’t miss any
of your doctors 
appointments?

And it’ll be a piece of 
cake to schedule it  
in the first place?

1.6  Patient Communications medtech
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We created an appointment reminder delivery system from scratch. It inte-

grates with a number of the medical center’s systems and successfully replaces  

a vendor product, significantly reducing messaging costs.

It’s a fully serverless backend application, developed for one of the premier 

academic medical centers in the US. The project focuses on SMS and IVR pa-

tient communication, automating and optimizing the process of appointment 

scheduling. In the long term, we aim at creating a scalable platform for two-way 

patient messaging, automating processes handled by the Clients’ call centers.

Python, PostgreSQL, Docker, Jenkins,

AWS: Lambda, RDS, DynamoDB, SQS, Lex, deployment in AWS Serverless 

Application Model

SMS and IVR: Twilio

The system has been scaled to the entire Client’s organization, sending tens of 

thousands messages a day. The plan for the future is to expand its capabilities 

and improve patient experience by introducing NLP to the stack, including 

AWS Lex.

Our role

About this project

Technologies

What’s next

Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.6  Patient Communications medtech
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Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.7  Xempus

How to protect you 
and your family from  
life-altering events? 

The only constant 
in life is change 
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It’s been almost 2 years since we started our cooperation with Xempus - lead-

ing German InsurTech focussing on digitalizing and managing pension & life 

insurance for more than 85,000 corporates more than 20,000 insurance agents, 

Rails on BE, Vue.js on FE

+ Teams on the Client’s side use subsystems in Java and .NET, Angular

Architecture: DDD, event sourcing and microfrontends

We support Xempus in building a platform that brings together employers, 

employees, brokers, and insurers to make pension, life and health insurance 

easy and accessible for everyone 👤

About the project

Technologies

Our role

Discover our projects   ON-GOING1.7  Xempus

What's next
Having started with getting to know the client and the application by working 

with a few different teams, we're now moving to build our own u2i team that 

will take over a responsibility for a part of the system. Our team’s current focus 

is on extracting one of the core domains of the system to a separate service 



RECENTLY 
ENDED

We have many projects that come in different shapes and  
colors. Some small, dynamic, other big and static, some of them 
interesting and some… not so much. That’s life. The thing that 

you’ll definitely like is the real impact you’ll have  
on each an every product you make.
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We built a platform to improve ECG data acquisition and analysis by 

helping to early diagnose heart diseases and streamlining clinical trials 

of new drugs. The long-term goal was to use the platform as a predic-

tive medicine solution to save even more lives and costs ahead of time.  

The platform orchestrates the whole lifecycle of ECG exams - processing orders, 

receiving ECG data from the device, review and quality control, data analysis 

and results distribution for seamless integration with hospitals and pharma-

ceutical companies.

Daily basis: Java 11, SpringBoot 2, PostgreSQL, JavaScript, React, WebGL,  

Terraform, Docker, AWS

We were responsible for cloud infrastructure of the whole platform, backend 

service orchestrating the flow as well as acquiring and storing the data, service 

integrating with hospitals, providing clinicians a convenient tool to review and 

analyse the ECG results.

About the project

Technologies

Our role

Discover our projects   RECENTLY ENDED2.1  Predictive Medicine medtech

Making better treatment more available and affordable.
 to save more lives
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Redesigning the platform.

Discover our projects   RECENTLY ENDED

 to make user experience  more enjoyable

This client is a private real estate loan company located in NYC. Our engage-

ment with the client was focused on their internal web platform where em-

ployees manage loans, brokers, borrowers, exceptions, etc. It’s a fast-paced 

environment with multiple decisions users need to make, which makes good 

user-experience a must.

About the project

Adobe XD

The goal of the redesign was to make the platform more user friendly, to sim-

plify the processes, minimize room for errors and make the user experience 

more enjoyable. We conducted interviews with users to understand their 

mental models better, created a prototype of the new app and then tested it 

with users for usability and feedback. We also created style guidelines and 

multiple assets to be applied to the revamped platform.

Technologies

Our role

2.2  UX Project for Real Estate Loans 
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This app is everything you
need to price your recipes.

Discover our projects   RECENTLY ENDED2.3  Project for the Restaurant Business

A software supporting food service business in fast and accurate food & recipe 

costing, as well as robust inventory management.

We helped our client expand its business from a desktop app to the world of 

agile SaaS. What’s more, we assisted with on-boarding key customers and 

About the project

Our role
Ruby on Rails, React, AWS, MySQL, Elasticsearch, Sidekiq, Docker

Technologies

built integrations with Chargify, PlateIQ, QuickBooks Online, Breadcrumb POS. 

Currently, we support the product in maintenance mode.

and lower your food cost!
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Helping students to achieve academic success.

Discover our projects   RECENTLY ENDED

This project supports US college students in mitigating the risk of losing their 

financial aid. Yenko’s predictive analytics translate complex scholarship re-

quirements into easy-to-understand data visualizations. 

We designed risk algorithms and basic UI for the app to provide students with 

personalized risk analysis and predictions, based on the data they entered 

(such as academic records and financial aid eligibility rules). The app helps 

students to keep their fingers on the pulse of what’s important by sending 

early warning alerts to act on critical actions to take. 

About the project Our role

 Java, SpringBoot, React, AWS, PostgreSQL

Technologies

2.4  Yenko

that leads to graduation
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The wellbeing of your child is the most precious thing. 

As a  parent, there is nothing more precious than the health and wellbeing  

of your child. Picky Eating – a project we worked on with one of the most well 

regarded healthcare systems in the U.S, helps parents to support their child’s 

health and development using mobile technology.

Our Team was working with researchers from one of the premier aca-

demic medical centers in the US to develop the When to Wonder: Picky 

Eating mobile app, together with a backend and a system for processing 

data gathered by the app to give parents tailored science-based advice  

to help them make better-informed decisions about their child’s emotions  

and behaviors. In addition to helping parents, the app is a national research 

study generating new population level knowledge about early childhood mental 

health and development.

About the project Our role

JavaScript, React Native, Python, Flask, Airflow, MySQL, Docker, Jenkins, 

Terraform, AWS 

Technologies

2.5  Picky eating medtech Discover our projects   RECENTLY ENDED
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Have you ever been stuck with paperwork?

Little Bird HR is an HR system aiming to reduce the amount of paperwork in 

charter schools by making everything digital.

During our 4+ years of cooperation with LittleBird, we built a user-friendly 

web app helping school deans, and their employees, with HR processes, such 

as hiring, collecting legal documents, payroll, sick leaves, benefits, etc.

About the project

Our role

Ruby on Rails, React, PostgreSQL, AWS

Technologies

Discover our projects   RECENTLY ENDED2.6  Little Bird HR edtech

we feel you!
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Nothing can destroy a day as much as a car incident.

Discover our projects   RECENTLY ENDED

It monitors and protects cars whilst parked and unattended. The app enables 

receiving notifications if something happens to your car, and streamlines the 

process of filing insurance claims.

About the project

 Python, Ruby, Elixir

Technologies

2.7  Mobile App for Car Protection

unless you use this application!



INTERNAL 
INITIATIVES

At u2i, we can dedicate up to 10% of our time to  
self-development. Sometimes we use this time for creating 

internal  applications that improve the work of the entire  
office.  Below you can discover some of our most 

successful initiatives. 
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Currently, there are 3 great minds collaborating to make this product even 

better as we aim to expand our reach. Our goal is to create a tool that unlocks 

creative approach to retrospectives thanks to its flexibility, and gives space 

for participants to talk about their team, product or process, which leads to 

improvements.

The idea behind this tool is to allow remote or distributed teams to run sprint 

retrospectives in an efficient and easy manner. Not only does it help with better 

collaboration among team members, but also has a direct influence on increasing 

team’s and client’s engagement. At the moment, the app has ~65000 users/

month and, obviously, u2i’ers use it for running scrum retrospectives as well :) 

Ready for more? Click here https://retrotool.io/

Our goalAbout this project

3.1  RetroTool Discover our projects   INTERNAL INITIATIVES

JavaScript, Meteor, MongoDB, React, SASS, Continuous Delivery

Technologies

Imagine time is a tool.

Design Sprint with one of our NYC clients

it's up to you how to use it!
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Need a room for an ad hoc meeting?

Ruby on Rails, React, React Native, Swift

Technologies

3.2  Confy Discover our projects   INTERNAL INITIATIVES

We use this system on an everyday basis - you can experience it yourself while 

visiting our office! It’s a mobile app for tablets dedicated to creating ad-hoc 

events and booking conference rooms in our office. It is integrated with Google 

Calendar and computers in our conference rooms, which allows starting calls  

(Zoom or Hangout) directly from the tablet.

About this project

A sneek peek from our office

Magda a.k.a. “Królowa ludzkich serc”

it couldn't be easier
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The world’s most inaccurate
web development shop simulator.

Brain, Crayons, Paper

Technologies

Discover our projects   INTERNAL INITIATIVES

We’ve made the world’s most inaccurate web development shop simulator in 

the form of a card game.  We designed the whole game and then got it printed; 

now we simply enjoy playing it.

Ready for more? Click here https://softwar.u2i.com/#creators

About this project

3.3  SoftWar - our mean IT card game 

u2i after hours

we had tons of fun building it!
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The app that calculates 
everything for you.

Discover our projects   INTERNAL INITIATIVES

The majority of u2i’ers are contractors and - as you might have experienced - 

it comes with some extra effort, such as a necessity of preparing invoices. In 

order to help facilitate this process, our developers created a special app that 

supports you in some b2b activities. Well, it actually handles most of the things 

for you - so you don’t have to worry about all the calculations or preparing 

About this project

3.4  Freelancing

Angular, Node.js, MongoDB, Heroku

Technologies

invoices. Instead, you can spend more time focusing on your project activities 

or enjoying a cup of tea in the office kitchen. 

u2i is all about food

Piotrek, one of our developers

while you enjoy a cup of coffee in the kitchen!
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Make programming great again.

Ruby on Rails, JavaScript

Technologies

Discover our projects   INTERNAL INITIATIVES

It’s an initiative created to entertain people like us! Originally, we aimed to 

introduce it during some IT events, such as hackathons. Which actually never 

happened. 

However, we sometimes use it as an assessment for students who want to 

start their internship at u2i. Coding challenge does not only help us choose 

the most promising people with great potential, but is also an entertainment 

for candidates. Sometimes it’s also about having fun, right? 

About this project

3.5  Coding challenge

By making simple things hard again

We do enjoy spending time together!

Find out more http://u2i.is/cc/



Don't take  
our word for it!

I've worked with firms in the past that are literally to the hour and to 
the dollar, and take advantage of the clients in terms of estimates for 
further work. u2i is opposite and it doesn't even feel like they're an 

outsourced team. They feel like they're my engineers, the only  
difference being the distance.

Alex Meis
Co-Founder, Kinvolved

See more on Clutch
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Discover our projects   4.0  Let's stay in touch!

 Ania, our UX Designer

Talk to us!

If you'd like to learn more about u2i
drop us a line at hello@u2i.com 

or grab Weronika, our Recruitment Devil, 
for a chat over a cup of coffee.

Cause brochures are 
terrrible listeners

Weronika
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